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MOSCOW
State-of-the-art museums and galleries sit
alongside onion-domed churches and iconic
parks in the striking Russian capital

Charismantic Moscow has a spirit that few other cities possess.
Round-the-clock cafes, restaurants and bars complement new
galleries and edgy exhibition spaces, often in repurposed imposing
state buildings left over from Russia’s turbulent past. Still standing
and part of Moscow’s endlessly explorable distant history, the
unmistakable colourful domes of St Basil’s Cathedral remain
essential and compound the conflicting and fascinating feel of the
ever-changing capital. Early autumn is the perfect time to visit: the
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weather is still clement and Red Square comes alive with events.
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Day 1
Begin the day south of the

of books and magazines on

collection of Russian art in

interior. Weather permitting, in

Moscow River in the 300-acre

contemporary art.

the world; its Valentin Serov

September you’ll be able to sit

exhibition (17th Sep-17th Jan)

on the terrace and soak in the

Gorky Park [2], which during

Grab a mid-morning coffee

the late 1920s became a

and ptichye moloko cake at

marks the 150th anniversary

city views. A footbridge takes

cultural centre and a symbol

Garage Café before you stroll

of the painter’s birth.

you across the river to the

of the Socialist state. The park

east to Zamoskvorechye, a

was recently modernised and

quaint little district with many

Oktyabr, or Red October, a

the Saviour [1], an imposing

is today a hip hangout with

of its pre-Soviet buildings

former chocolate factory now

building with immense gilded

world-class facilities, including

intact, including 19th-century

home to scores of trendy bars,

domes and a luxurious gold and

free WiFi coverage, Russia’s

churches and neoclassical

restaurants and clubs. Enjoy

marble interior.

best skate park, cycling lanes

mansions. Here, the Tretyakov

late lunch at the fashionable

and an open-air cinema,

Gallery is home to the largest

Strelka Bar [3] with its eclectic

It’s a short stroll to Krasny

along with modish cafes and
restaurants. Don’t miss the

103m-high Cathedral of Christ

A stone’s throw away is
the Pushkin Museum of Fine
Arts, home to the largest
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collection of European art in

brand new Garage Museum

Moscow. Walk to the trendy

of Contemporary Art, with

Kitay-gorod district, with

its double-layer translucent

restaurants and bars to suit all

polycarbonate façade designed

tastes such as the longstanding

by Rem Koolhaas’ firm OMA.

favourite Krizis Zhanra, serving

Bibliophiles should visit the

affordable food in a laidback

Garage’s library, which houses

setting before morphing into a

the country’s largest collection

club in the late evening. j
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Every visitor is drawn to Red

with designer stores. Make

walk to Patriarshiye Prudi, or

Bulgakov Museum where the

Square and the 16th-century

sure you visit the Kremlin, once

Patriarch’s Ponds, an upmarket

novelist lived from 1921 to 1924.

St Basil’s Cathedral with

the citadel of the tsars and

residential area sprinkled

its iconic multi-coloured

today the official residence of

with trendy restaurants and

after a sightseeing-packed

domes. The first weekend of

the Russia’s president. Check

boutiques. The city goes even

two days is to relax in the

September sees fun fairs and

out the programme for the

more fashion crazy during

sumptuous Sandunovsky

street entertainers around

nearby Bolshoi Theatre [6], a

Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week

Baths, the oldest public

the city, along with concerts

lavish, world-class ballet and

(21-25 Oct). Stroll around

bathhouse (bani) in Russia.

and fireworks in Red Square

opera venue for classic and

the tree-lined pond, which in

The original features include

to celebrate Moscow City

contemporary performances.

winter freezes over and brings

a Russian stove, with lounge

out enthusiastic locals for

zones, swimming pools and

Day. The annual International

From here wander up

The best way to wind down

Military Music Festival (5-13

Tverskaya Ulitsa, Moscow’s

ice-skating. The pond was the

steam rooms in which you are

Sep) also takes place here, a

main street, and enjoy

setting for scenes in Mikhail

invited to sweat out impurities

showcase of military marching

dumpling soup and cheese

Bulgakov’s masterpiece

as you hit yourself with birch

bands from the world over [4].

bread at Khachapuri, a laidback

The Master and Margarita.

twigs, which are believed to

History enthusiasts can visit

café that serves excellent

Round the corner is the

boost circulation.

Lenin’s Mausoleum to peak at

Georgian food. Step inside

End the day by splashing out

the embalmed corpse of the

the century-old Eliseevsky

on dinner at the grandiose Cafe

Soviet leader. Nearby is GUM

grocery store [7] with its gilded

[5], the State Department

stucco walls and chandeliers,

Store in Soviet times, today a

where you can pick up some

snazzy shopping centre lined

fine Russian caviar. It’s a short

Pushkin, a Baroque mansion
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serving gourmet Russian and
French recipes recreated from
Pushkin’s era. KIKI DEERE
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